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Here on this continent, and here in this country, the 

:?ou.:=th Amendment to our Constitution prohibits "unreasonab1e" 

sovernmenta1 interference with the fundamental facet of 

individual liberty, which provides, for the right of the 

:?ao:?:"'e to be secure in their', persons I houses I papers I and 

. 
effects. The e1~ent of freedom of speech prevails in our 

form of government, unlike the philosophies of totalitarian 

It is a fundamental principle of our constitutional 

that government, like the individual, is bound by 

-;:;::3 law. We do not subscribe to the totalitarian principle 

~~a~ the Government is the law, or that it may disregard the 

:...~W even in pursuit of the lawbreaker. 

?c.:= nothing can destroy a gove~ment more quickly than 

its failure to observe its own laws, or worse, its disregard 

cf -;:he char-cer of i'cs own existence. 

:t is disquieting in this land of ours when an individual 

?oliceman, through carelessness, or ignorance, or in response 

to t~e pressure of events, seizes a person or conducts a 

~earch without compliance with the standards prescribed by law. 

:t is even more disturbing, when law enforcement officers 

~~gage in unconstitutional conduct, not because of their 
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individual error, , J-
.Qu\.. , pursuant to a calculated institutional 

policy and directive. 

The soon to be published American Bar Foundation Survey 

of the Administration of Criminal Justice, reflecting a 

r<;:ce:::-i: study of criminal law administra'tion in three major 

c:U:ies, show that the basic problems in this field remain 

~~sically unchanged. Some of the main findings include the 

wiCe discretion police officials have in enforcing tne 

c::oiminal law. 'I'he survey raises questions concerning' the 

cb:cc-cives involved il1 the police exercise of discretion. 

~::.:'1ot::er finding of the survey shows the autonomy of law 

c~~~:::orcemen:i: agencies; raising questions about the 

::0sponsibility of law enforcement "authority" itself • 

.:-~ ri,;.:ated finding discus ses the fac·t that achieving a 

:1i<;;l: cOZlviction rate is not necessarily the central aim 

of cr~minal law administration, raising questions as tv 

its other purposes. 

These findings generally correspond to those made 35 

years ago by the Wickersham Co~~ission and two years ago 

;:,y '.::'1e President I s Commission on Law Enforcement and the 

..:".C:~"1inistration of Justice, which reported it was difficult 

to bring about fundamental improvement in the administration 

of criminal justice. 
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On the surface it seems to be a simpl~l problem: more crime, 

wore law enforcement. But it is not that simple. It is 

i:rue that many of our police forces are understaffed, 

undar'trained and underpaid. There is no doubt that in any 

case we need better law enforcement machinery and better 

law enforcement. But we also need to know more about the 

causes of crime, and we need to do more about the 

rehabilitation of criminals, for the two are inseparable. 

V'Je must speed up the procedural aspects of our syste..'U of 

crir.::.inal justice; '''e must reduce delays between arrest and 

'cria:'; we must reduce the length of trials; we must reduce 

delays between conviction and the completion of appeals. 

_.1 ".::1e words of Chie:J: Justice Burger: "We must make the 

sys'cem work. Justice means fair, honest and speedy 

a .. ::::er~ination of issues for both sides of the issue whether 

-'- a civil or a criminal case. 1I such a reform, which 

would require little or no subst:antive change in our 

=u~c~~ental law, can be accomplished expeditiously if we 

?u".: our minds to the problem with resolution and determination, 

cou?led with a sense of urgency. 
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Certainly one of the most serious responsibilities 

''':::1at faces police personnel is to resist popular pressures, 

?~oG~ced by public fears of the mounting crime rate, simply 

to launch a counter~offensive wholly unconcerned of the 

=~shts of the individual. 

But that is not the primary issue. What is dividing 

Ame=icans so badly from one another is the diagnosis and 

=e~ecy too ma~y of us seem ready to apply. 

We have come to be ent}:-!ralled by simplistic solutions 

"\· ... ::ic:1. promise, but cannot deliver, a speedy end to crinlei 

\~1::ic:-. p::oclaim tl1at a greater use of naked force will restore 

CO::"(,.0S·;:~C peace; and which hold that we can guarantee the 

S~~ety of our future by denying the lessons of our past 

~~d ~~e heritage of the Bill of Rights. 

Ke would face a terrifying dilemma if these assumptions 

=a~lly reflected the truth. We might then have to choose 

::.,;:;:\vaa~1 Jehe random terror of the criminal and the official 

'':::erro= of the state. We might then have to concede, openly 

c.:-.o cs.ndidly I that The Great Experiment in self-government 

d~ed, the victim of violence, before its 200th birthday. 
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Bu'c we need make no such concession. For all the 

certainty of those who preac~ repression, it will never 

be an effective weapon in the battle against crime or 

violence. At best, it can only be a temporary sedative 

for the fear disorder breeds. The real struggle will be 

long and hard. It will requir~ compassion and patience 

as well as determination and perseverance. It requires, 

also, the police's recognition that neither Supreme Court 

Ciecision.s nor civilian governmental restrictions against 

shooting looters are not responsible for the growth of 

cri~e and violence. 

Does it help, for example, to gun down a IS-year old 

~oy because he was looting a store? The men who run our police 

forces--the men who bear the brunt of the fight aga:' .. 1st 

c:::-:'::;.e--do not think so. According fo a survey by the 

=~te:::-~~tional Association of Chiefs of Police, the 

ove=Vlhelming majority of ranking officers in cities hit 

by rioting believe that deadly force should be used only 

as a last resort--in the face of a direct, immediate threat 

to life. 
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This reflects more than compassion. It also reflects 

a strong belief that more force would spawn only more 

vic:encei that more innocent lives, both police ana civilian, 

woul':; be los·t; ana that the overriding goal, restoring order 

in the streets, would be lost. 

This was one of the major lessons of the blooay summer 

oi 1967. It was one of the major findings of the Commission 

on Civ~l Disorders. 

Xany police officials, without a showing of statistics 

to s~~stantiate the position, report through newspaper 

zources, and television exposure that the courts are coaaling 

cri~inals; that the rights of suspects are being placed above 

those of society; and that. as a consequence, the crime rate 

:'8 increasing. 

~r.nat are the facts? Since the Miranda decision--which 

required police to inform suspects of their constitutional 

riS'~1"cs before questioning them--we have had two exhaustive 

st~dies on this decision's effect. Both of these stuaies, 

taken in two large cities 1 have come to the same conclusion; 

t::ere has been. no discernible effect on the conviction rate. 
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e· Either suspects have confessed to crimes anyway, or else 

the po:ice had enough evidence to convict, without a confession. 

The policeman 1 s real handicap is not the fact that courts 

todcy are implementing the Bill of Rights but that he is 

restricted by archaic technology. The capacity to deal 

effectively with more crimes lies not in force or deception 

but in new tools; voice prints, computerized information 

centers, single-digit fingerprint files. Our police officials 

also need the funds to hire and equip the men they need to 

prevent and detect cr~me. 

And while it is true 1"hat the national crime rate has 

i:1.creased since rec~.mt cOl1Jcroversial court decisions, it was 

<::.1.80 increasing before theG~ cases--up 63% in the 150s over 

~~e '40s. It was increasing a hundred years' ago, when a 

~:atio:'lal magazine called the crime rate "shocking." It has 

been increasing b~cause of th:: complex pressures and forces 

iiJhic:, drive men to crime I not because the Supreme court has 

enforced our Constitution. 

Thirty-five years ago, the supreme Court was accused 

of placing property rights above other rights of the citizens. 
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~oday, it is attacked for placing the rights of those 

<,:~ccl-1sed of crime above the rights of' the citizens to live 

u~der law and order. 

But controversy is nothing new to the Court, which 

cc;als J as it has since the earliest days of the Republic, 

\v::,,·::~'1 -;::1e most difficult I the most baffling problems of a 

complex society. There are no easy answers. 

r:;:'i1ere is much, then, that is simply irrelevant in 

toaay's frantic calls for repression. There is also 

some·:::;.i~J.g dangerous. For, what happens if we begin to 

yielc. to -chis kind of oemand for II law and order H ? What 

Dappons if recent Supreme Court decisions are overturneo, 

if po:ice are ordered to arrest without any restraints on 

tnei~ cono~ct, or if peace officers are instructeo to 

:::::00-;: :ooters? W'bat happens if, after this victory for 

oroer 111 we fino--as we will--that the crime rate 

going up, that the streets are still not safe, 

t~~t more and more lives have been lost, ano that America 

is being divided into armeo camps? 
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Tne answer, I am afraid, is that these defeated hopes 

"1;,'::'11. escalate into new and more dangerous demands. We see 

now -;::1e consequences of unfulfillea promises of another kind: 

loo;\: to the angry streets of the ghetto, where some have 

sL~ply abandoned hope of peaceful progress and preach violent 

i;:-.surrection. We mighot well see this process and preach 

vio:ent insurrection. We might well see this process repeated 

amor::g w:1.ite Ameri'=!ans, who would call for furth€..r abrogations 

of fund~~ental legal rights. 

~he best advice I -can offer to you men who are in command 

?osi~ions in your departmental detective divisions, is to 

ecucc::ce yourselves and regularly communicate your policies 

ana proposals to your staff members and officers at the 

?atrol~an level. Any police officer who seeks to lead ~is 

ce?artment effectively must regularly keep pace with the 

:&w ana enforce the law. Do not adopt bhe attitude that 

cnly parts of the law will be enforced, and those aspects 

of the law dealing with individual rights of persons being 

inves-::::'.;ated or suspected of wrongdoing should be ignored. 
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Each department shoula have a full time legal aavisor, ;X 
~ lawyer who is an experience a inaividual in the criminal 

law c:.na its processes ana practical application at the 

fiela level. For those of you in police aepartment operations 

-;;:lable to hire such a professional staff member, should insist 

';:;na-;: you:c local prosecutor make available to your aepartment, 

t::'ained prosecutors who are able to inform investigating 

'::0'cectives of the rules of law which will better insure 

p=oparly prepared cases. This will lena itself toward 

effec-::ive prosecutive action and lessen the risk of violation 

0:: the law ana the loss of a conviction because of police 

~he basic law of this land guarantees the right of free 

s?a~cn and peaceable assembly, in time of crisis ana of 

·;:::oa:1q'L'dllity. 

A~erican law ana our legal order presumes a man innocent 

';,1:"~:;:il p::ooven guilty; it insists that punishment be imposea 

~n a cOurt by juage and jury, not on the street by armea 

office::,s. 

The Constitution proviaes that the law shall be maae 
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and dlanged only by the elected representatives of the 

people assembled in the legisla"cures,. and not by those who 

·::o]<.e -the law into their own hands. 

Le-c us remember this heritage of law and oraer--and the 

~e~i-cage of liberty that we have built for ourselves and our 

c.::.i.ldren. It is a framework and a foundation which has 

se~ved us too well and too long to be destroyed now. 

Let us remember, too, what our adversaries have taught 

us. We have heard loud cries this year that we should insure 

ou~ safety by placing bayoneted soldiers every five feet, and 

:"y ri1:::ning over nonviolent demonstrators who sit down in the 

.::;"tree-cs. 

You can now see the kind of society that would be. Look 

-Co -cee streets of Prague, and you will find your bayoneted 

so:aier every five feet. You will see the blood of young 

=sn--with long hair and strange clothes--who were killed by 

-;:ar:.:\:s which crushed 'cheir nonviolent protest against Communist 

tyranny. If we abandon our tradition of justice and civil 

oreer, they will be our tanks and our children. 

We must never forget how this great nation Crolle all this 

vvay--how hard we have fought to achieve equal justice under 

·:::-:6 l.a\V I how long we have had to strus-gle to develop an order 

"\ ... ('l:'cn ?rotects individual rights and permits die/sent. And we 
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r:,us'c never for,;et that we must go on from here, that there 

::'s :~1Uch work to be done. 

:"""0::: if we forget, we will have security I and we will 

have order. What 'I.vill be missing is liberty. 

Po:c'haps some would then look at criminal law ana demand 

':::0 :-:~':vw why we need a unanimous jury vote to convict a person 

c£ a c:::i~e? Why not declare a suspect guilty if he won't talk? 

~·::-.7 r~c'::: cast aside 'the privilege between clients ana lawyers, 

bo':::wcon confessors and priest? And why presume a man innocent 

;:,~:'::::':'l ?,;:oven otherwise?, If the police arrest someone I isn I t 

~:.::; ?.::c::'a.'bly guilty anyway? 

~':"1~:::: all this sugg'sst:s is an old truth: that once the 

::0':'':: -;;0 repression is taken, it is hard--very hard--to turn 

'bz:.c~;:. 3ach new loss of liber"cy, as it fails to bring instant 

brings down a call for abolition of another right, until 

':::'..:~o ;;:'OS';: brilliant document for the protection of citizens 

ove.:: co~ceivea becomes a shell--while cr~me and violence go on. 

vJG have already seen this process at work in this coun'try. 

:.~~::.y c':' 'cizens have equated individual criminal acts and outbreaks 

0:;: S;:1CJC'CO disorders with noisy but peaceful demonstrations in 

'':,,:0 8·:::::eets. They have begun to assume that the exercis'e of 
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a constitutional right is no different from a crime or a 

~~ot-~if those exercising that right happen to dress in 

u:'lo::c-i:hodox fashion or hold disagreeable beliefs. 

certainly it is a matter of concern when Americans 

f:::"~1.d the ordinary channels of discussion and decision so 

~~~esponsive that they feel forced to take their grievances 

to the streets. And surely some who demonstrate are 

'::::oroug"hly objectionable, seeking confrontation and hoping 

£or a brutal response to win sympathy. 

But this is exactly why those who uphold the law must 

b-:: 'vliser and calmer than those who seek to repudiate it. 

:Lt is exactly why violent suppression of those who use--and 

seek -::0 abuse--cons·titutional rights will, in the end, only 

i~crease the likelihood of more disorder and more conflict. 

:,::,: was ~ after all, a mob Which taunted, jeered and physically 

provoked an armed force on our soil into what we now call the 

30sto:'l rv~assacre--the British II over-reaction ll we now regard as 

~;:_ c..ssault on ideas and freedom as much as on people. 

r GO not minimize the dilemma that confronts us. 
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Nor is it a ,question of taking the wraps off the police. 

c·'" 'cbe contrary, it means holding your personnel to a far 

.:r::::icterstandard of conduct, appearance, deportment and 

C;iscipline than now obtains in most American cities. It 

is & sad commentary on local police administration that in 

viZ"cually every recent civil disturbance the relatively 

uj.";.'::Z'c.ined National Guard has often displayed far bette.r; 

~&~ners, self-control and discipline than the police. 

~':1e right to dissen~c is one of the precious assets 

o~ a democracy. It is.the safeguard of minority rights 

~~d the guardian of our liberties. The guar~tee of domestic 

peace is an inherent constitutional rightJ and a principal 

c:Jliga~cion of the state. 

We have made mistakes. We have had difficulties. But 

"'Ie have shown that a well-trained, efficient police force 

ca:1. prob::;ct both the rights of the demonstrators and the 

pe&cG of the city. 

:11 spite of t11is evidence, some argue that the only way 

to insure peace and order in a city is to restrict demonstrations. 

W1"la'c is next? Shall we keep order by refusing men the right 
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"':0 hold peaceful meetings in large cities? Shall we uphold 

the law by suppressing controversial·newspapers? Shall we 

forge:!: what history has always taught us: that those who 

suppress freedom always do so in the name of IIlaw and ordertt? 

We dare not forget this. Those of us who believe in this 

country had better join the raging deb~te and begin to speak 

in supporto£ that law and that kind of order which has kept 

~merica vital for almost two centuries. 

~~e following are examples of recent decisions of the 

Supreme Court, which spould have been implemented in police 

ope~ations throughout the country months ago. However, it 

:"s evident that the application of these principles of law 

c;:c t1:e front line level, in the day to day operation of 

the detective divisions throughout the states, is not being 

&pplied. As a result, the effectiveness of your departmental 

c?e~ations is being lessened. 

:n January 1969, in the case of §pinelli v. United states 

(393 U.s. 410) the. Supreme Cour t laid down a fulle·r explanation 

of 'the proper conditions for issuing a search warrant than was 

given in Aguilar v. Texas, 378 u.s. 108 (1964). 
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In the Aguilar case, a search warrant was issued on 

c:n af:Eidavi t of pc:_ice officers who swore only that they 

l:ad II received reliable information from a credi::'le person 

and do believe" that narcotics were hidden in the place 

'co be searched. 

The Court held this inadequate on two grounds: First, 

~cl':G af::idavit failed Jeo set forth any of the "underlying 

c:'rc~".:l.stances II necessary to enable the magistrate independently 

'::0 jadge the validity of the conclusion that the premises 

contained narcotics, and, second, the officers did not 

s~p?ort their claim by stating their reasons for believing 

';::1at the informant was "credible ll or that his information 

'\,vc;.s lIZ'eliable". 

I~ the Spinelli case, the affidavit that authorized 

t~e seaxch stated in detail that the FBI had kept track 

c:': L?e~.::':"tionerrs movements for five days, that he was seen 

';::;zvG:"ing from Illinois to Missouri, had parked his car 

::..::-~ a lo'c used by residents of the apartment to be searched 

&~a ~aa been seen entering and leaving the apartment. The 

&ff:.aavit went on to specify that the apartment contained 

"cwo separate telephones, that' the petitioner, Spinelli, was 

'knowa 'co the police as a bookmaker and gambler, and that a 
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II confidential, reliable informant II had stated that the 

patitioner was operating a handbook in the a,partment. 

Spinelli was convicted under 18 U.S.C. §1952 of 

traveling from Illinois to st. Louis, Missouri, with the 

~~tention of conducting gambling activities illegal in 

!<1issouri. He contested the validity of the search warrant 

~:c every step of the proceed~ngs, but the Eighth Circuit 

ultimately held it valid. 

The Supreme Court reversed and remanded, speaking through 

::v:::-. Justice Harlan. The Court laid down a test for 

determining the existence of probable cause for the issuance 

of a warrant in cases where an informer's tip is a necessary 

element. First, the Court said, the tip must be weighed 

asainst the Aguilar standards, and if that proves it to be 

~r.2c~quate, then the other allegations that corroborate 

1:..earsay information must be considered. 

Applying the test here, the Court said that it was 

clear that the informerfs information was not enough to 

s~?port issuance of the warrant--there was no sufficient 

statement of the circumstances from which the informer . 
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concluded that Spinelli was 'running a bookmaking operation. 

There was no suggestion of criminal conduct in the fact 

that the apartment to be searched had two telephones, the 

Court continued,' and the faG't that Spinelli was "known to 

be a s-ambler" was a mere assertion of police suspicion. 

The Court contrasted this case with Draper v. United 

~':.::a:':,9s, 358 U.S. 307 (1959) I where the informer stated 

:c'l:a:c Draper had gone to Chicago by train and that he would 

to Denver by train with three ounces of heroin on 

or..e 0:': 'cwo specified mornings. There, the informer also 

cesc:::-ibed with particularlity the clothes that Draper would 

]:,:;: wearing on his arrival in Denver. "A magistrate, when 

co~fronted with such detail, could reasonably infer that 

-;:::e :':1.formant haa gained his informat ion in a reliable 

way" I the Court observed. 

Z::::. Justice White wrote a concurring opinion which 

:?o:'~:,:;:ed out that if an affidavit rests on hearsay the 

i:",,:::O:Lillant must either declare that he himself saw facts 

alleged or that his information is hearsay and there is 

sooe reason for believing it. 
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In April 1969, the case of Davis v. Mississippi 

(394 u.s. 721) the Court held that fingerprints taken 

while a suspect is being illegally detained may not be 

admitted into evidence. So holding, the Supreme Court 

~&s reversed the rape conviction of a 14-year-01d Negro 

youth in Meridian, Mississippi. 

The rape occurred in the victim's home on the evening 

of December 2, 1965. The victim could give no better 

description of the assailant than that he was a Negro 

5.7out:'1. The police interrogated a number· of Negro youths 

ar-d f without warrants, took at least twenty-four of them 

to headquarters, where they were questioned briefly, 

finge~printed and then released without charge. One of 

those brought in was the petitioner, who had worked as 

c:.. yardboy for the victim. He was questioned several times 

:a'::e.::- I and on December 12" the police drove him ninety 

wiles to the state capital and confined him overnight in 

'.:he Jc:c}:son city jail. He was returned to Meridian on 

Dec~;~er 14 and again fingerprinted. Those fingerprints 
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',,'.:.re sent to the FBI along with those of twenty-three other 

Nsgro youths. The FBI reported that the petitioner's prints 

:".mtched those taken from a window in the victim I s home. 

P0titioner was indicted and tried for the rape, and 

t~e fingerprint evidence was admitted over his objections 

t'b.a.t it should be excluded as the product of an unlawful 

cetention. The Mississippi Supreme Court sustained the 

conviction. 

The U.S. Supreme Court reversed, speaking through 

.c.:r. Jus'tice Brennan. The Court began by rejecting a 

sUC;<:;3stion that fingerprint evidence, because of its 

t:.:us";:wor:chiness I is not subject to the prosecriptions 

0:: 'c'he Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments. The court held, 

rl ••• illegally seized evidence is inadmissible at trial, 

~owever relevant and trustworthy the seized evidence may 

,;:,,:: as an item of proof". The Court had .little trouble 

~~ aeciding that the detentions at which the two sets of 

fi~gerprints were obtained were illegal. The December 12 

a.s:~:ention was based neither on a warrant nor on probable 

caus: the Court said, while the earlier detention on 
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D.::cc:-;..pcr 3, during the 1\ investigatory" stage of the case 

~~d no better legal standing. 

A footnote to this opinion suggests that, since the 

victim had made a positive identification of the petitioner, 

'there now exists ample probable cause to detain him and 

ta~e his fingerprints. 

Tne validity of a search incident to an arrest was 

the issue in a decision handed down in June 1969 in the 

cas.::: of Chimel v. Califo.l'~ (395 U.S. 752). The Court 

held ''::1.at such a. search must be limited to the person 

a=~ested and to the area within his immediate control--that 

is, tDe area from which he might gain possession of a 

we .. ?on or destructible evidence. 

The case involved a santa Ana~ California, man who 

was arrested in his home under an arrest warrant for 

~~rglarYl assumed to be valid for the purposes of this 

case. Al though 'chey had no search warrant, the arresting 

c~£icers searche~ the arrested manis entire three-bedroom 

hc~se, including the attic, the garage and a workshop. 
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The police found and seized a number of items--coins, 

medals and tokens--that they suspected had been stolen 

~~ a coin-shop burglary that they were investigating. 

The ~eizGo items werG aomittcd into evioonco at the 

·cr':'al or the a2:'rested man, and his conviction followed. 

The opinion of the Supreme Court reversing was 

cGl':'vered by Mr. Justice Stevi;';";':-c. The Court began by 

':::;;:;,c:":"lg the II shifting" constitutional standay:ds" dealing 

wi'c:"l search incident to arrest from 1914 to the present. 

ThG Court severely limited Harris v. United states, 331 

G~S. 145 (1947), and Uni'tedstates v. Rabinowitz, 339 

U.S. 56 (1950), which upheld the right to search without 

a ,,,,Tc..rr<:n-c 'i::he place where an arrest is made II in order to 

fi::Cl ~~::.:... seize things connecJced with the crime ll
• This 

:;~:e haa never had unimpeachable authority, the Court 

~)oi:"'~';:ed out, since'it rested, as Justice Frankfurther 

0::00 pu'c it, on a hint 1I1oosely turned into dictum and 

f:::""'1ally elevated to a decision ll
• 
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---- ----- --------------

The Court declared that a search warrant is not 

II :ig~1tly to be cispensed with" and warran'cless searches 

"'::21de C;uTing an arrest: r~.' .-,,·c be strictly limited to those 

'cl1at are necessary for .. · ~ safety of the arresting officer 

concea,:,ment or destruction of evidence. 

Th~".3 ra,ea.i.1"t that only the person of the arrestee and the 

a::ea ...... : ., . ::.:'.3 inu"11ediate control ll can be searched, and 

:c::.at axea was limited to that from which the arrested 

?e::son might gain possession of a weapon or destructible 

evidence. 

There was no comparable justification for the search 

of the other rooms of the house in this case, the Court 

sai.d, or for that matter for searching all desk drawers 

o~ other closed or concealed areas. 

~r. Justice Harlan wrote a concurring o.:;inion that 

~:)oir;:::ed out that the Court I s ruling might have severe 

effects upon state officials who might not be able to 

ad~inister the greatly expanded warrant system the court 

ruling will require. This was another result of the 

"i:'1corporation doctrine", the opinion declared, which 
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frequently imposes the ailemma of choosing between 

vinaicating sound Fourth Amenament princi.ples at the 

C" • ":se of state concerns or Cliluting the Bill of Rights 

~"'-" ... ,.3 :':0 leave some elbow room for 'che states in their 

:::.2:-;::").O':'s of enforcing criminal law. 

Generally, the courts give the police the benefit 

of t:-:e doubt whej,A. '.:.:.-.ey first get a search warrant. So, 

6~velop a procedural policy in your police operation 

\.::iC:l will insure compliance wi'ch the law. If you have 

~;,,:;/,: a wa::orant. If you are in aoubt, get a warrant. 

I::: you are not going to search or seize immeaiately in 

pe~sonls presence, get a warrant. 

As a final example of the progress of the law 

':':-:vol vinS" Miranda warnings 1 the UniJced States Court of 

1'.:::>:x::c..:s for the Seventh Circuit in July 1969 citing 

f::::O:::'CO v. Texas, 394 U.S. 324 (1969) rulea that Internal 

::,GVe:':lUe Service personnel must give taxpa.yers unaer 

:~:::.ve.]tigation the warnings requirea by Miranda, 384 

u.S. 436 (1966), when they focus on them for possible 

Cl:~: .. 1inal prosecutions. 
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In the case before the court the Government admitted 

that much of the information on which it based a prosecution 

for ·failure to file income tax returns was obtained from 

th~ taxpayer during interviews after IRS agents had failed 

to w~xn the taxpayer of his constitutional rights to remain 

~:!.lent ~d to have 'the assistancE~ of counsel. The Government 

cO:i.tc~-1deo I however I thc:/~ :.~. ::. '-:aa did not apply because the 

"cc..xpayer was not in custody when the interviews were held 

c..~a was not under coercion to answer questions or provide 

:'::-.f orr.i.a"C ion. 

':':i.e Court of .P.ppeals for the Seventh Circuit turned 

aOWi'1 these arguments. vJhile tl1ere was a factual situation 

V~ in-custOdy questioning in Mirand~f the court said: 

"~'iG cam:.ot accept an interpretation of that decision which 

woulc xestrict the implementati.on of the Courtrs overriding 

co~cern with the opportunity for intelligent exercise of 

constitutional rights to in.t,?rrogations in police stations. 

Inoeeo, the opinion makes clear that the privilege against 

self-incrimination is imperiled when one rdeprived of his 

freedom of actio~ in any way' is subjected to interrogation 
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wH:hout being apprised of his right to remain silent, the 

CO~sGquences of a decision to forgo that right, and the 

riSiht: 'co the presence of an attorney', retained or appointed I 

-::0 as:::;i.P"i: in making tha'c decision. /I 

':'he court poin"ced out that the Supreme Court recently 

,,' ·'.ied Nil;anda 'co ~che questioning of a suspect in his own 

:::~C::=oom when it a~:'.I:'v..:....:ec1 thaJc he was not free to leave as 

:.:.>2: p1.easeo jr citi11g t116 case of Orozco v. Texas, 394 u.s. 

32.c. (1£69). 

"Ou:: conclusion" I ·the court declared I /I is that Miranda 

'i.!;;.::~:i~:gs must be given to the taxpayer by either the revenue 

,_;-e::'.: or 'che special agent at the inception of the first 

cC:1:::ac'i: with the taxpayer after the case has been transferred 

·Co t:l0: =r..telligence Division (the police arm of the Internal 

Reve~ue Service). We have reached this conclusion on the 

::'::-.9:"S of our "~:ar;Lination of the circumstances surrounding 

c:=:"ni~al tax investigations generally, and we find that 

ob:ective circa~stances of such confrontations with 

sove::nment authority warrant the above warnings without 

::0(;-;:':=0 'co Jche individual taxpayer I s subjective state of mind. II 
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The court g'ave its deci.sion only prospective application 

'!Jecause of the fact that the holding "represents a departure 

f~om the present state of the law ana a new implementation 

of '::l'1e Miranda policy". 

':L'~1e proper interpretation of the many opinions being 

:.ve::'o?ed throughout the country ana how the reasoning of the 

law a?plies to police operations should be the subject of 

COhS'::an~c training to policemen, especially those of you 

=.::: co::n:nand positions in your respective detective division 

OPe.::'~tions. 

: urge all of you to become bett~r informed police 

of~icers and assist your fellow officers in effective 

t=a~hing programs utilizing lawyers trained in the 

~??:ication of law to the practical aspects of good police 

':lo:.:1c. A lawyer (s training and legal application of insight 

',::J police p:: .... lerns, can best insure prosecution-cases which 

',,,:"11. be in conformity with the law and withstand the full 

i~?ac~ of testing in the courts. The validity of the arrest, 

~hte:.:rogation, and related police efforts will be upheld 
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• if you conform your conduct to the requirements of law. 

is your proiessiona2 ~unction to conduct an 

i:::':f::'::=r~~::,;:cive and objective invesJcigation of a.J..l the facts 

.':';": .... 1 to pursue the p,rosecutorial effort to the best of 

Y0i;,:;: ability. The· better the traj ning the more effec'cive 

:-~';:J. will be in law enforcement. 

= can assure you of this: To the best of my knowledge, 

~O iG~a ~as been put forward, no insight has been offered 

~~~ ~o experience has been cited to repudiate or even to 

c':i.::.::..lify -the basic truism under which We have lived and 

~:;:,:o3}?<::.:ed--that the 1a"Vlful society is not only the best 

s':)cie-:::y :but: the only hope of ma:'1kindi and I can assure 

:r0i.;. -;::~at there remains no higher calling and no higher 

::es~:;.c~:sibi1ity than 'che devotion of one I s life to the 

s''':8'::aix~ing and the advancement of the rule of law. 
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